New University
In a Growing Community

EGU
A University for York Region
In East Gwillimbury

Town of East Gwillimbury
York Region
Host Universities and their Satellite Campuses
UNIVERSITIES IN THE REGION AND ITS SATELLITE CAMPUSES

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO

1. School of Architecture (Cambridge)
2. planned Balsillie School of International Affairs (Uptown Waterloo)
3. Health Sciences Campus (Kitchener)
4. planned Stratford Institute for Digital Media and Global Business

source: Campus Masterplan Update, 2009
Distance from Potential Host University to Satellite Campus

- Guelph University: 126 km
- York U.: 50 km
- U of T: 70 km
- Ryerson: 72 km
Different Ways of Integrating a University Campus into a Town
Campus Typologies

• Stand-Alone/Contained
• Dispersed
• City Grid
• Mixed-Use Community
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